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ABSTRACT

This Work Project studies established distribution channels strategies’ adjustments due to continuous customers’ needs updates and market challenges. Qualitative and quantitative views support the analysis, based on two real cases within the same company. It was found that cases’ negotiations may turn comparable premises in distinct developments and outcomes. Lessons from the past, if used to address future cases, would be helpful through customer satisfaction focused perspectives. It is suggested that distribution approach choices may not be homogeneous along the business and they must rely on who is able to effectively complete the process from product source to the customer.
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PROJECT DEFINITION, PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

In the field of an internship in a company operating in oil and energy sectors, arises the opportunity to embrace a study, proposed to the University, as a baseline to the Masters in Management degree’s Work Project development. The occasion of facing a company project reveals a way to combine the professional on field experience as strategic marketing assistant, initiated right after the fulfilment of the academic courses component, with the challenge to recall tools and knowledge academically acquired.

Hence, this Work Project emerges as part of an approach to a continuously need that companies face when operating in dynamic and competitive business environments: Route-to-Market re-design. Therefore, this intends to be a strategic look at the go-to-market process and how to adjust it.

The main objective is to anticipate and prepare actions to take when introducing some changes in company’s current distribution channels. This can be achieved by looking at past situations. Thus, the detailed goal is to identify learnings from real cases of Route-to-Market Redesign within the Portuguese Lubricants sector, establishing drivers to successful approaches to the market. The challenge is to assume a forward-looking approach, taking into account past experiences, aiming to guarantee the control and increase the penetration in the market.

BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW

“To manage the large mould make a model of the small mould, make a small room in proportion” said Leonardo Da Vinci\(^1\) in the 15\(^{th}\) Century, highlighting the importance of being able to adjust the approaches according to the constraints faced when running an analysis. Nowadays, the same can be applied: in order to align and refresh the way to reach the market, aiming to deliver products and services that effectively satisfy
customers’ updated needs, it is crucial to focus on distribution channels, deeply analysing selected cases within the network.

Route-to-market, also known as go-to-market, takes the form of distribution channels. It relates to how to approach the market: the chosen way to deliver the product or service to the customer. Louis Bucklin (1966), pioneer in distribution channel structure theory, defines it as “an optimization problem allowing customers’ satisfaction and minimizing costs”. The solutions should be dynamic and do not last forever since key variables as customers’ needs constantly change, as adds Sanders (2011).

Distribution channels are seen by Sanders (2011) as part of the Placement in the 4 P’s Marketing Mix, earlier developed by McCarthy (1960), because distribution is included in the supply chain. In a different perspective, inspired in Abell (1980) and Markides (1997), Kumar (2004) prefers to look at distribution channels built-in the network, as part of “how to deliver”, in the light of his three Vs (Valued customer, Value proposition and Value network).

However, all of them look at distribution as a strategic supply chain component. Moreover, supply chain channels are responsible for assure the bridge from the seller, which can be manufacturer or an intermediary (Coughlan et al, 2006), to the customer. As distinctive aspects within a competitive market, the same authors look at channels stressing the contribution to “marketing and positioning strategy”. Hence, Supply-Chain Council 2007, an industry group of several companies and academics, sees distribution in the delivery process within its Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model.

Although it is generally agreed that there is no best channels structure for a company or sector, Sanders (2011) points three key determinants of it: market coverage objectives, product characteristics and customer service objectives. Kumar (2004) and Sanders (2011) defend that, besides the distribution channel structure is highly
influenced by the customers’ needs, management has the ultimate decision bearing in mind company’s corporative objectives. In this sense, “the engine must be consumer shopping patterns and preferences but the CEO must grease the wheels” (Kumar 2004).  

Among the traditional channel elements are the supplier, supplier’s own sales distribution or distributor/wholesaler, agent or broker, retailer and, finally, the end customer. They are not cases mutually exclusive in all, being also reinforced by several social, media and word-of-mouth marketing techniques (Rangan and Bell, 2006).  

Apart from many elements a chain can have, the major difference between a direct selling chain and an indirect one is that the first has owned sales teams while in the second there are more intermediaries delivering the product to the customer.  

Direct selling allows a higher degree of channel control (Bozarth and Handfield, 2008) and a broader process overview. Some economies of scale and scope could be reached through this market approach method. So, Coughlan et al (2006) classify it as a valid option when interpersonal contact is decisive to the relationship with the consumer. The same authors point higher investments inherent to support a sales force team and the consequent lower strategic flexibility as disadvantages of this approach.  

Indirectly going to market strategies have as positive aspects the main disadvantages of direct selling approach as well as additional motivation and functional specialization. The larger market coverage achieved through this method easier customers’ searching process for the product (Coughlan et al, 2006) and allows higher independence from the main supplier (Sanders, 2011). However, this can grow into some less appellative aspects for the channel design such as higher environmental uncertainty, increased risk of supply chain disruption and lower ability to in-depth control the chain (Coughlan et al, 2006). Choosing to reach the market indirectly is also associated to high challenges in terms of communication and coordination among chain participants and performance
monitoring (Kumar, 2004)\textsuperscript{7}. In spite of the consciousness of unintentionally choose unavailing distributors or agents possibility (Coughlan et al, 2006)\textsuperscript{8}, reduction costs are reached through transactions standardization.

Intermediaries’ relevance in the chain is crucial (Coughlan et al, 2006)\textsuperscript{8} since they should be in the chain only if value is added during the delivering process to the customer simultaneously reducing channels costs. Kumar (2004, p.114)\textsuperscript{7} suggests that “the internal rate of change in distribution strategy must match the external rate of change in consumer channel preferences”. Existing distribution channels’ restructuring, even demanding, is the most common situation (Coughlan et al, 2006)\textsuperscript{8}, comparing to zero-based channel design cases.

Some industries, namely within PC industry, have been increasing the retail percentage while decreasing direct sales in channel shares (Steffens, 1994\textsuperscript{12}; Narayandas and Rangan, 1996\textsuperscript{13}). Besides the contrasting examples of easyJet as increasingly direct selling and Charles Schwab as a distribution chain with more leaders, other innovative distribution channels are emerging like online distribution, which are part of distribution formats’ reinvention (Kumar, 2004)\textsuperscript{7}. In opposition, there are also not so successful cases such as the ones verified in pharmaceutical sector: in 1993 and 1994, three major pharmaceutical manufacturers acquired their distribution and few years after dissociated their acquisitions (Lloyd, 2003)\textsuperscript{14}.

Multiple product lines, market segments, heterogeneous customers’ needs and geographical covering goals may justify mixed channels strategies (Rangan and Bell, 2006)\textsuperscript{10}. Ryanair is a case that pools direct and indirect sales, increasing sales volume percentage in direct selling and allowing a sales costs decrease (O’Leary, 2003)\textsuperscript{15}.

In multiple channels systems, customers’ allocation to distribution channel may work under strict criteria such as customer potential size ranking (Rangan, 2005)\textsuperscript{16}. In addition to higher market coverage, multiple channels may cause cannibalization within
its participants. Cisco is an enterprise that used two distinct strategies (penalties and incentive schemes) to lower this type of critical channel conflict which is a critical channel conflict (Rangan and Bell, 2006). Moreover, Philip Morris by substituting some channels (Hotopf, 2002) and Swatch, with independent and self-owned channels (Yves, 2005), are examples that multichannel strategies can be an alternative way to approach the market. The ability to turn chain participants into partners creating alliances and strategic partnerships shows to be another key aspect in channels design, as Caterpillar successfully experienced (Fites, 1996).

Distribution design is commonly seen as a company’s essential aspect, as Kumar (2004, p.26) says: “brands, customers and distribution networks are the crown jewels in any company”. Looking at market players under a focus on the customer is a smart going-to-market strategy. Kotler (1977) proposes customer satisfaction as the objective, rather than profits. Satisfying customers’ needs is the goal of redesigning the approach to the market. It includes analysing the number of stages in the structure, the value each chain adds and the function it plays (Sanders 2011). Well-known managers’ opinions are aligned with these academic researchers as the following quotes advocate: “What you need most are solutions…a partner who can help make all the pieces you’ve already got work better together” (Hewlett-Packard CEO, 2002) and “The winners will be those who deliver solutions from the users’ point of view” (Jack Welch, 2001).

In the light of the above discussed, it is highlighted how strategic to any firm is to analyse past cases and to take key leanings from them. The purpose is to be prepared to better perform in coming situations when redesigning company’s Route-to-market approach. Hence, focusing in delivering products and services able to satisfy customers’ needs, learnings from a real case Route-to-Market Redesign within the Portuguese Lubricants sector will be identified.
BRIEF BUSINESS BACKGROUND – THE PRODUCT AND THE MARKET

“A market is never saturated with a good product, but it is very quickly saturated with a bad one”\(^{23}\) says Henry Ford. The performance and maintenance of a car depends a lot on the engine oil (lubricant) conditions and its characteristics.

Lubricants are made of base oils (80-90%) - which can be mineral (from petroleum distillates)\(^a\), semi-synthetic or synthetic - and the remaining percentage is composed by chemical additives\(^24\). Lubricants can be liquid, solid and semi-solid (greases). Their usage allows a longer life for the machine in which they are applied, through their main functions: separate moving parts, reduce the friction, wear and corrosion, and provide heat transferring, cooling, delivering cleaning properties and contaminants dispersion\(^25\).

Therefore, the range of functions that lubricants can have is as wide as the machines in which they are used. The oil is everywhere: from the underground (mining industry) up to the sky (NASA space stations), as well as underwater (submarines) and in curious crossing industries applications such as money printing and food processing, without disregarding massive industries where power and transports are included\(^26\).

The lubricants market in Portugal is characterized by some market concentration if the C5 index\(^b\) is considered as reference: 5 main suppliers jointly account for approximately 74% of the total supply in the country\(^c\). These suppliers are mainly importers being only one of them simultaneously producer and exporter (exported 40% of its production in 2011\(^27\)). The total market (overall lubricants consumption) represented about 94,8 Million Liters in 2011 and 77,3 Million Liters in 2012\(^28\) and it can be divided into three main segments: consumer (36%), industrial (34%) and

---

\(^a\) For details about lubricants' base oils, see appendix I – “Distillation column and base oil derivation”

\(^b\) Cn index is a concentration ratio measuring the market share held by the n larger firms in a certain market. \(C_n = \frac{\text{n-firm’s sales}}{\text{market sales}} \times 100\), that is, \(C_n = \sum \text{firm’s market share}\).


\(^c\) For details about firms’ market shares, see appendix II – “Estimated suppliers’ weight on lubricants market in Portugal”
commercial lubricants (30%)\textsuperscript{29}. Although the overall lubricants market is expected to continue following the decreasing trend until 2015 (on average -1.3\% per year), synthetic lubricants consumption is expected to growth, shaping a shift in the type of products demanded from lower value to higher value\textsuperscript{4}.

Expectations on the Portuguese Lubricants market for the next years are influenced by the current Portuguese economic situation and its forecasts until 2017\textsuperscript{6}. Within this economic and social environment, that impacts simultaneously the final consumer and the companies, it becomes urgent to be attentive to shifts in customers’ needs and it turns more challenging to look at the possibilities of redesigning the Route-to-Market.

**METHODOLOGICAL CONTEXT**

A premium lubricants brand importer, Company S, is taken as a case to analyse and develop the project. Company S reality is considered the starting point to investigate the Route-to-Market redesigning within the Portuguese Lubricants market.

Company S is a lubricants brand representative and importer in Portugal that emerged from the opportunity to be Company Y’s lubricants business ambassador in the country. The business includes three segments (consumers, industry and commercial lubricants) and it becomes a way to perpetuate Company Y brand legacy in Portugal.

Using Collis and Montemogery (1998)\textsuperscript{30} and Hill and Jones (2008)\textsuperscript{31} suggested approaches to describe a firm, Company S can be defined as having as mission high quality product and service delivery to its customers, taking advantage from its team experience and technical knowledge. Its vision is to reach 15\% market share by 2018, along firm’s core values: honesty, integrity and respect\textsuperscript{32} to the people and environment.

\textsuperscript{4} For details about market forecasts, see appendix III – “Estimated percentage of lubricants demand growth in Portugal”
\textsuperscript{6} 1st quarter 2013 data: GDP growth rate = -3.9\% (comparing with 1st quarter 2012); Private consumption = -5.6\%; Public debt = 124\% of GDP; Unemployment rate = 17.7\%.
\textsuperscript{32} For details about Portuguese economic outlook forecasts until 2017, see appendix IV – “Portuguese economic outlook”
These goals are only achievable by satisfying customers’ needs, which can be approached through different ways. That is why it is crucial to analyse the existing distribution channels. At the moment, the chain starts in the supplier (Company Y), and then Company S as importer to Portugal operates with two distinct circumstances: direct approach - owned sales team, with 6 elements accounting for 60% of company’s annual sales volume (L), and indirect approach - distributors’ network, 12 in total, weighting 40% of company’s annual sales volume (L). Through the indirect approach, the final customer is reached via additional layers in the process: distributors’ sales teams⁷.

In this sense, the indirect approach is a key section to be analysed. Each distributor works a certain geographical area (from now on, designated as GA) and allocates its own sales team members to subareas in which they are responsible for running the business⁸. As distributors, they should fulfil several requirements such as minimum market share. In turn, they receive benefits like additional discounts, bonus, marketing campaigns and specialized training.

There has been a decreasing trend in the distributors’ network path along the years: from 65 in 2005 to 12 in 2012. Part of this trend is explained with the implementation of a project called “Premium Distributors”⁹. The project took place between 2006 and 2009 with the aim of retaining in the network only the distributors with the best performances. After this project implementation, the criteria to monitor distributors’ network were preserved and the number of distributors has been decreasing.

Among so many changes, there were cases in which the distributor discontinued its business and the correspondent GA started to be under the responsibility of another distributor or directly through Company S. In this project, the purpose is not to decide

---

⁷ For details about Distribution Channels structure of Company S, see appendix V – “Company S current supply chain framework”
⁸ GA concept is used for direct sales team members as well as for designate distributors’ areas and their sales team members’ subareas.
For a detailed explanation on GA definition, see appendix VI – “Geographical area (GA) concept definition within Company S”
⁹ For details about this project, see appendix VII – “Premium Distributors” project (structure, criteria and guidelines)”
whether a GA should be approached directly or indirectly. The goal is to look at two distinct cases in which the GA was shifted to Company S. The focus will be the analysis of recent contrasting cases (Case A: November 2011; Case B: September 2012), take some learnings and assume a forward looking attitude preparing future situations.

The ultimate issue, when considering a situation of taking a distributors’ business, is the value the company should pay for it. However, there is a long process to reach that number. One possible approach could be a pyramid framework, as addressed by Wooden and Carty (2005)\textsuperscript{33} and Booz & Company (Navarro et al, 2010)\textsuperscript{34} in distinct occasions but both based on bottom-up reasoning. Attempting to adjust that framework to the issue in analysis, the value would be on the top of the pyramid and it should be supported by many other steps in the process, such as the ones in the following figure:

![Pyramid Framework](image)

**Fig. 1**: Successive steps when approaching a distributor lubricants business aimed to be incorporated directly by Company S.

*ROI – Return on Investment*

Considering the figure above, the focus is the pyramid foundation (background and practices) and the link with the step above (benefits and costs identification). Only with a structured basis, it will be possible for the parties involved in the negotiation process, to justify what it is on the top and to reach a structured pyramid (sustained situation).

**On field procedures**

This project development is focused in two cases analysis in which the GA stopped to be approached by a distributor and started to be directly accessed by Company S. In order to get a wider view on the cases, the methodological procedures used include qualitative and quantitative techniques combining internal and external data sources.

The **qualitative** methods to obtain inputs to the research are:
• **Interviews** (main guidelines used to conduct the interviews, held in Portuguese, in appendix VIII) with key individuals involved in the cases’ processes such as Company S’ main executive director and the ex-company A and B’ sales team members incorporating Company S as a result of the change (interviewees list in appendix IX) – *internal data source*;

• **Customers and prospects visits** (eg: franchised and independent workshops and extractive industries) with sales team members in the GAs associated with cases A and B (complete visits list in appendix X and insights collected in appendix XI) – *internal and external data source*;

• **Survey** conducted by a market research company worldwide recognized within the lubricants sector (Kline & Company, Report #Y533I)\(^{35}\) – *external data source*.

The **quantitative** inputs used in the research to compute the analysis are:

• Business performance indicators regarding these two cases (before and after changes values) – *internal data source*;

• Market share and consumption path information: DGE – Direcção Geral de Energia e Geologia (market share monthly and annual reports)\(^{36}\) and Sogilub (annual used lubricants collection reports)\(^{28}\) – *external data source*.

**TOPIC DISCUSSION – TWO CASES OF ROUTE-TO-MARKET REDESIGNING**

Two distinct situations, in which a lubricants distributor finishes its Company S distributors network membership while the GA previously approached through the reseller starts to be accessed directly, are the means to achieve the proposed look at the past in order to anticipate the future while monitoring the present. The following cases’ analysis are based on a set of collected information through the above explained methodology and procedures.
**Brief cases description and context**

**Company A**, a lubricants distributor of Company S since 2009, results from the fusion with another company that were previously representing the brand in that GA. The previous company was in the business since 1948, being Company S lubricants distributor since 1977. Based in that GA’s main city, Company A has 5 co-owners (2 were in the Board of Directors) and has 3 distinct businesses (fuels, gas and lubricants).

**Company B**, a lubricants distributor of Company S since 1979, has been representing the brand in the GA. Based in a strategic location within the GA, this family business with 4 co-owners (2 in the Board of Directors) has 3 businesses (tires, rims and lubricants).

When the changing process was initiated, companies A and B’ *status quo* was:

![Fig. 2: Companies A and B lubricants business units’ status quo before the change.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE A</th>
<th>CASE B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographical area (GA)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Geographical area (GA)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 15 municipalities in one district and 11 municipalities in a</td>
<td>- 14 municipalities in one district and 11 municipalities in a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neighbouring district.</td>
<td>adjoining district.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 71% of potential market (in Liters) in these 2 districts and near</td>
<td>- 76% of potential market (in Liters) in these 2 districts and near</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% of total potential market (in Liters) in Portugal.</td>
<td>8% of total potential market (in Liters) in Portugal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Majority of multi-brand customers.</td>
<td>- Great part of the customers operates with a single brand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lubricants brands</strong></td>
<td><strong>Lubricants brands</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company A (and its precedent companies) was historically selling</td>
<td>Company B was always one-brand lubricants reseller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solely a competitor’s brand, but since 2008 it was operating also</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with a different competitor’s brand (Company S distributed brand:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44% in 2008 and 80% in 2011).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sales team</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sales team</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 3 full-time, allocated by sub-regions within the GA according to</td>
<td>- 3 full-time (allocated by sub-regions within the GA), one of them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the lubricants brand they were selling.</td>
<td>accumulated it with the responsibility of being sales team manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1 allocated to the distribution, sharing the function with</td>
<td>and supporting the Board of Directors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other Company A business units.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infra-structures and sales support staff</strong></td>
<td><strong>Infra-structures and sales support staff</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1 office (jointly for all Company A business units).</td>
<td>- Technical advice and post-sales support done by sales team manager,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1 warehouse (separated from the other business units).</td>
<td>who was also responsible for adjust the guidelines, tools and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1 driver exclusive for lubricants business.</td>
<td>campaigns provided by Company S due to the lack of marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Technical advice and post-sales support done by sales team.</td>
<td>department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Back-office, marketing, human resources, financial.</td>
<td>- Office, warehouse, distribution and sales support areas (Back-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>department and administrative services shared with other</td>
<td>office, human resources, financial department and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>business units.</td>
<td>administrative services) shared with other business units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Priority sectors approached</strong></td>
<td><strong>Priority sectors approached</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transports (cross-sell with fuels business unit), extractive and</td>
<td>Transports (mainly heavy-duty vehicles), metalworking and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pottery industries, agriculture and independent workshops.</td>
<td>moulds industries and independent workshops.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Main similarities and differences between the cases

The criteria for choosing the lubricants business unit sales team members to incorporate Company S were the same (eg: sales volume, portfolio of customers and experience in the business). The initial proposal presented comprised the right to exploit the distributors’ GA by Company S, current portfolio of customers and part of the sales team. The on-boarding programme prepared for sales team members embraced the same aspects (eg: coaching, training on job and behavioural guidelines). Other brands competition in the GAs in analysis has almost the same impact in both cases and customers’ preference for the brand is highly driven by trust in the brand and in the company/sales team (eg: brand value recognition, pre-sales and post-sales support). Further details on cases common points are described in appendix XIII – “Main similarities between the cases” and the main differences are expressed in the next table.
### BEFORE THE CHANGE

#### CASE A
- Executive board jointly managing several company business units. No leadership fully dedicated to the lubricants business.

#### CASE B
- Executive board involved in all company’s business units, with a sales team manager fully dedicated to the lubricants business.

#### “Premium Distributors” Project Implementation
- Gradual implementation according to the defined criteria. The main required changes took about more 6 month than supposed to take place.

#### Extra opportunity to recover the performance
- Additional area (4 municipalities in another district) representing 0.25% of total Portuguese lubricants market) given to Company A in the beginning of “Premium Distributors” program implementation. Company A accepted the challenge, enlarging its GA.

#### Intentsions expressed
- When confronted with its performance indicators, Company A explicit expressed its decelerating investment process in lubricants business unit (only a residual percentage was dedicated to lubricants, evidencing the trade-off with the remaining firm’s business units).

#### Company S experience in this type of cases
- Past experiences were taken as a reference since the main participants from Company S had access to “Premium Distributors” project implementation guides, criteria and monitoring tools while working directly for Company Y. However, this was the first occasion that Company S faced as Company Y brand representative and importer.

#### Companies A and S views: divergent but negotiable expectations and value perceptions on the business unit

#### AGREEMENT

### AFTER THE CHANGE

#### CASE A
- Both selected individuals were open to analyse the proposal and negotiate.
- Both sales team members were motivated to face the new reality and showed a homogeneous changes acceptance path.
- Having GAs adjacentely located, like previously to the change, both colleagues intuitively developed a higher degree of cooperation (eg: jointly customers’ visits and training sessions for certain groups of customers).

#### CASE B
- One of the selected individuals was promptly attainable to examine the offer, while the other disclosed more reluctance in negotiating.
- One individual feels a higher motivation levels and the other still dealing with the changes acceptance process.
- Contiguous GAs made them adopt a more competitive posture (eg: lack of open speech to share best practices).

#### Methods used to feed the prospects’ pipeline
- Higher focus on local social media sources and news to obtain contacts followed by a deep analysis on these prospects’ characteristics.

#### Same brand competitors in the GA
- Along the years, there have always been other suppliers for the same brand operating in the GA. However, they are not the premier brand representatives and thus, the commercial conditions, the tools and the approach to the market as well as the target customer typology are different. As the change resulted from an agreement, Company A customers’ portfolio was transmitted to Company S.

#### Customers preference for suppliers based on historical data and past experiences

#### Customers’ preference strongly influenced by the relationship with the company that is selling the brand in the GA for many years and with its owners. GA where customers that persisted loyal to the brand did not had the need of changing its supplier during the past 30 years.

#### OUTCOMES

### TABLE 1: Main differences between cases A and B, before and after the changes.
**Presence in cases A and B GAs**

A way to measure a company’s presence in a market is the market share, which is the ratio between company sales and the total sales in that market. However, according to Cooper and Nakanishi (1988)\(^3\) the market share concept and its interpretation depends on how the market in defined in each circumstance. In this occasion, the market is defined as the lubricants potential volume (in Liters) in the GA in analysis, being the market share (or “market presence”) the Company S sales percentage of total GA lubricants potential, calculated in Liters and applied to cases A and B GAs.

The data used to compute the “market presence” in this sector, at a company level, is usually the DGEG\(^3\) monthly and annual reports. However, not all the players in the market report to DGEG. Reported values to DGEG account for about \(2/3\) of the total\(^2\).

With the aim of completing the analysis, the “market presence” was calculated through a different perspective: taking into account the Ecolub value\(^1\) and the used lubricants collection path by region\(^3\) taking the following assumptions:

- The products are consumed and collected in the same local and the collection path within the country does not vary along the year;
- Distributors’ products in stock do not significantly affect distributors’ shopping paths in the “before” situation\(^1\) (historically, these stocks underrate 1 month).

Therefore, the “market presence” calculation in the following table is based in the accumulated Company S sales in cases A and B GAs, accordingly to the “before and after”\(^10\) situations for both cases:

---

1. Ecolub value: tax on each new litre of lubricants in the market. There are specific products that do not pay this tax but they are also institutionally reported.


“After”: 6 months after to the start of the change from distributor to Company S. Case A: November 2011 – April 2012. Case B: September 2012 – February 2013
While DGEG based method follows a production/supply approach, Ecolub value based method monitors a consumption view. However, both methods show us a decreasing trend in the “market presence” from the before to the after situation, which is slightly sharper in Case B. This path is also observed when calculating the “market presence” in the after situation taking into account the 1 year available data instead of only 6 months (6% and 3,8% in DGEG and Ecolub based methods, respectively). From now on, “market presence” evolution can be studied using both methods to cross-check trends whereas combining their associated pros: Ecolub method accuracy (it considers the total market) and DGEG method shorter information availability time lag.

**Main business performance indicators**

After looking at the “market presence”, it is relevant to analyse the business performance in cases A and B through an internal perspective. Hence, using internal data and insights from the interviews, while applying the same timeframe criteria to the “before and after” approach as in the “market presence”, the following is observed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market presence (%)</th>
<th>GA CASE A</th>
<th>GA CASE B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGEG based method</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecolub value based method</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA CASE A</th>
<th>GA CASE B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Volume (Liters)</td>
<td>-20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Margin (% of net proceeds)</td>
<td>-20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average accounts receivables (days)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr. Customers</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PY - previous year accumulated value within the same period in analysis (in this situation, within the same months).
Calculations based in cumulative values and considering "before and after" status about the market approach shift.
In terms of sales volume and gross margin, through the comparative analysis it is possible to highlight, in percentage, “how far” these two variables were from the objectives set in the annual business plan and from the previous year records (in the before and after situations). Before the change, in Case A there was a negative gap to the plan in sales volume (-20%) and to previous year values (-7%). With the change, the sales volume gap to the objective, even negative, was shortened to -4% even though presenting -20% gap in gross margin terms. In Case B, before the change there was a negative gap to the plan in sales volume (-27%) and a positive gap to previous year values (4%). With the change, the gap to the objectives became amplified, achieving -57% in sales volume and -46% in gross margin percentage.

Both cases recorded similar gaps before the change but distinctly performed after it. It can be seen a sales volume recovery with the change in Case A, while in Case B a gap increase is verified along with a large gross margin gap. These results are influenced by the way the change occurred in Case B (non-agreement followed by retaliation).

The average accounts receivables period improvement in both (to 35 days), is in part a result of Company S credit policy, which contrasts with the ones in place previously in those GAs. These rules contributed to the decreasing number of customers (sharper in Case B than in Case A). At the same time, it is a customers’ selective factor in terms of profile and typology, which reduces the business risk involved.

Current situation

Cases A and B evolution path can be studied through the monthly generated sales volume and net profit. The next graph illustrates sales volume (in liters) in the left vertical axis (represented in bars) and the net profit (in euros) in the right vertical axis (represented through contiguous lines). The net profit is evaluated under a cost-benefit perspective: benefits are the gross margin while costs include direct sales cost not inputted to the gross margin such as sales team members’ sales commissions.
Sales volume vary along the months, showing higher values in Case A than in Case B. Case A sales volume fluctuates between about 12,800 L and 47,300 L, while Case B’s lowest recorded value is 4,124 L and highest is 13,647 L. The net profit has a lower volatility in Case B than in Case A, in part due to the existence of an initial investment in Case A. Nevertheless, Case A’s monthly net profits are above 6,500€ (with the exception of the 1st month) and Case B’s net profits fluctuate near the break-even (from a loss of 1,660€ up to a 4,338€ gain).

Looking at the accumulated values in the table above, the net profit within the first 6 months in Case A is highly larger than the one verified in Case B, which is also reflected in the ROI ratio when analysed after 6 months and after 1 year. In Case B there was no initial investment, thus it is not relevant to compute that ratio. In addition to Case B low net profit, comparing to Case A, there is a higher volatility in Case B difference between benefits and costs. This can be perceived through the number of months with loss profits (3 out of 6 in Case B and only 1 out of 6 in Case A).
**Scenario analysis**

Another perspective to look at these two cases is to simulate scenarios if there were no changes, that is, if the distributors in cases A and B remained in the network. Thus, it was used the same cost-benefit analysis framework as to evaluate the current situation. Benefits are the gross margin and the costs are the sum of additional year-end discounts (if the target volume is reached), technical services, customer service center and marketing supporting costs as well as costs related to the distributor’s account manager.

The analysis is built taking into account the following assumptions and scenarios:

![Fig. 9: Assumptions and scenarios definition if there was no change in the market approach.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSUMPTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The estimated percentage of both distributors’ gross margin for 2012 and 2013 remains the same as in 2011 (13% in Case A and 10% in Case B).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. If the distributor achieves its volume target, receives a year-end discount (2% of sales revenue).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Distributors’ products in stock do not vary along the years and their storage capacity is expected to remain the same (historically, these stocks underrate 1 month).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Costs with technical, marketing and customer services center support and distributors’ account manager allocation do not vary significantly along the years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The cost of product and costs that directly influence price setting and consequently, sales revenue, are assumed to remain constant. Fluctuations in these variables would affect all the considered scenarios.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the purpose is to compare scenarios, the same reasoning was applied to other issues that influence simultaneously all of them, such as inflation and annual cash flows discount rate (the opportunity cost would affect all the scenarios, reason why the analysis looks at free cash flows).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCENARIOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimistic scenario</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conservative scenario</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pessimistic scenario</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Being aware of the restrictions of considering a limited number of scenarios, the three distinct above described scenarios were formulated. The comprehensive scenarios estimation can be seen in appendix XV – “Scenario analysis for cases A and B distributors”, being the main deductions regarding the net profit in the next table:
Comparing the above scenarios with the performance while being directly operating in cases A and B GAs, Case A estimations suggest that it was a success. In this case, Company S’ net profit in that GA in 2012 was near 130.000€, which is a higher amount than the ones estimated in the above scenarios, even in the optimistic one. In opposition, Case B is a situation where the operation through the distributor would be more profitable than directly approached. Taking the first 6 months performance of direct operation in Case B as proxy, the several scenarios’ forecasts continuing with a Distributor in that GA would be greater than the observed first year operating directly.

**MAIN LEARNINGS**

Cases A and B are examples of successful and ineffective changes in the Route-to-Market approach, respectively. Under a qualitative approach along with a more quantitative view, some learning points can be taken from these two experiences.

Through the **qualitative perspective**, these “lessons learnt” can be summarized as:

- Two cases are not equal, even though they have similarities at:
  - **External level.** Eg: GA (number of municipalities and relative weight in the total Portuguese lubricants market), major other brands competitors in the GA and its relative weight, customers’ key aspects to buy the brand;
  - **Internal level.** Eg: distributor’s business units and theirs relative weight, distributor’s seniority in the business, sales team members (number and experience).

- The main aspects that lead to different cases conditions have distinct natures:
- Corporate. Eg: distributor company management structure, its intentions expressed regarding the lubricants business unit, existence of internal competition with other lubricants brand, priority sectors to approach setting;
- On field. Eg: sales team members’ approach to the GA, same brand competition in the GA and customers’ preference driven by the relationship with previous supplier.

- The consequences of changes in Route-to-Market can be divergent regarding the agreement and outcomes, even if the same procedures are taken along the process:
  - Analysis and negotiation phases: criteria and initial proposals presented;
  - Implementation phase: sales team integration in the company and support provided.

At a quantitative glance, the main findings can be briefed in three key aspects:

- The “market presence” in a GA is affected with the Route-to-Market change in that GA, showing a tendency to decrease during the first months, even in successful cases.

- Business indicators about the performance in a GA after the change reveal that volumes and margins tend to shift in the same trend. It is observed that in “fighting cases”, operating with lower margins do not solve volume gaps between real and targeted values.

- When measured by financial business indicators, “fighting cases” can become a worsen situation than if the business in the correspondent GA continued to be approached through the distributor. However, other aspects can drive a company to take the decision of running the business directly in a certain GA such as control over the entire network objectives.

---

Situation, in consequence to a non-agreement between Company S and the distributor, in which the GA starts to be directly approached by Company S ending the contract with the distributor but not eliminating its action on the field. The distributor adopts a retaliation posture.
Possible complementary approach

Aiming to prevent ineffective “fighting cases”, a concept to complement the approach to a future situation is further suggested. It can be added as a step during the negotiation phase preparation and it consists in estimating, under an agreement scenario, which would be a reasonable initial investment value conditional to Company S goals.

This simulation can be seen as a management tool, where assumptions are adjustable according to each case, in order to produce projections to support decisions to take.

Based on a cost-benefit analysis (the same used in the current situation analysis) and taking as benchmark a successful (Case A), the assumptions, conditional variables and scenarios are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSUMPTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The baseline sales volume is the homologous value done by the distributor before the change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Sales volume follows the same monthly sales volume growth rate as in the benchmark during the first 12 months after the change. This premise is supported when both GAs have about the same total Portuguese lubricants market relative weight. Otherwise, it should be adjusted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sales revenue forecasts according to the average sales revenue in the benchmark (2.99 €/Liter).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Gross margin estimation built on monthly gross margin percentages recorded in the benchmark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Sales team costs and other sales costs consider the same fixed part values as the benchmark and the same monthly percentages are applied, given the sales volume, for the variable portion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDITIONAL SCENARIOS AND VARIABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two scenarios are considered: 6 months and 1 year after the change analysis. This should be adjusted according to Company S willingness to invest and the correspondent targeted payback period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same ROI</td>
<td>Initial investment estimation, maintaining the same ROI as the benchmark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same net profit</td>
<td>Initial investment estimation, maintaining the same net profit as the benchmark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break-even</td>
<td>Initial investment estimation, to break-even at the end of the period in analysis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11: Assumptions, conditional scenarios and variables definition in which the initial investment value simulation is built.

Provided that, the simulation was run for analysing which would be the possible initial investment value in Case B, taking as reference the successful Case A. The goal in futures cases is to be able to do this exercise *apriori* (during the negotiation phase).

The purpose is not to set an exact value but suggest a framework of how the interval in which Company S is willing to provide an initial investment can be determined. Simulation details can be seen in appendix XVI – “Possible complementary approach: initial investment value simulation”, being the main deductions the following:
With the consciousness of the strong set of assumptions used in this simulation, there is an indicative interval for possible initial investment values. The wide range of numbers included in the interval takes into account the break-even value for a given period to recover the investment that Company S might be willing to accept. A key aspect to take into account is that this approach should be moderately and carefully used, as it is a complementary way to look at the situation. Previously to running any simulation, each case should be studied in detail jointly considering the context, its qualitative and quantitative analysis.

### CONCLUSION

With the objective to go further than in a post implementation review over cases of Route-to-Market adjustments, this work project’s main conclusions can be taken as a set of learning points and actions to consider in possible future similar situations. Therefore, the combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis of past experiences suggests future approaches taking into account the sequential next steps:

1. Carefully analyse the capacity of the candidate to be a “Premium Distributor” while promote a proactive attitude in bridging the gap to fulfil the requirements.
2. Anticipate distributor reactions to “Premium Distributors” project implementation, extra opportunities and recovering plan. This, along with the intensions expressed by the distributor under analyses, can be hints for the shape that negotiations will take.
3. Exhaustively describe the associated GA’s key success factors since it is a critical step to go further in any scenario the initial reactions may assume. This GA study may include market potential, “market presence”, competition behaviour and

---

**Fig. 12: Company S possible initial investment value interval simulation (for 6 months and for 1 year after the change analysis)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial investment value (€)</th>
<th>Same Initial Investment</th>
<th>Same ROI</th>
<th>Same Net Profit</th>
<th>Break-even</th>
<th>Possible Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 year after the change analysis</td>
<td>50.000 €</td>
<td>66.690 €</td>
<td>110.859 €</td>
<td>240.636 €</td>
<td>[0 € ; 240.636 €]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months after the change analysis</td>
<td>50.000 €</td>
<td>65.300 €</td>
<td>77.162 €</td>
<td>115.607 €</td>
<td>[0 € ; 115.607 €]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
positioning, customers’ activity sectors, profile and needs as well as brand preferences key drivers.

4. Along with the previous step, it is important to understand GA customers’ historical relationship with the distributor regarding the degree of influence and faithfulness to the salesman and to the distributor company’s ownership and management.

5. Taking the inputs from the preceding two steps, compare it with previous cases’ lessons learnt and spot the main differences and similarities among them. Some of them would appear as examples to take as reference in some aspects within the particular situation in analysis.

6. Keeping in mind the qualitative background, start the quantitative analysis incorporating information when it is available and may be considered as meaningful. Complementary approaches to the main business indicators analysis may be developed such as scenario analysis and initial investment value simulations.

7. Based on the available information, take a rational and sustained decision.

   a. In case of keeping the distributor, monitor it using the current methodology and tools worldwide approved as best practices, implemented and widespread through Company Y and other multinational companies.

   b. In case of go forward with the direct approach to that GA, complement the choice with the next two supplementing steps:

      b.1 Align and evaluate the sales team proposed to approach the case’s GA in order to match customers’ needs and company’s objectives through who will be directly selling the product. As a consequence, their on-job training and other sales support to that GA’ sales team members should be accordingly tailored.
b.2 Periodically evaluate the case evolution and the resulting performance. This step may include the identification of learning points. Likewise, a contingency ongoing plan can be designed and updated along the re-evaluations. This should include alternatives at different levels such as:

- Operational (eg: sales tools reinforcement, pricing and portfolio review);

- Structural (eg: GAs reallocation, take-off the GA, return to an indirect approach).

The above ladders are an integrated and macro perspective on the topic discussion while the “lessons learnt” described in the main learnings section assume a more detailed view through it. Both pictures are crucial to a comprehensive understanding of the situations. This broader understanding enables the view over the entire pyramid (introduced in the methodology section). Revisiting the pyramid analogy, inspired in Wooden and Carty (2005) and Navarro et al. (2010), adjusting and combining it with the steps in the above defined set of actions (including qualitative and quantitative lessons learnt), this could be Company S approach to the distributor’s lubricants business unit analysis picture:

![Fig. 13: Revisiting the pyramid: lessons learnt from past cases and steps to approach a distributor lubricants business.](image)

In the light of “lessons learnt”, the qualitative analysis focuses the pyramid bottom segments while the quantitative approach makes the link with its top. Meanwhile, the set of actions view approaches all pyramid hierarchies. Notwithstanding, in this last view there is a step concentration in the bottom. The agglomeration around the background and segment practices, as well as the segment of benefits and costs
identification, is an indicator of time and effort allocation to the pyramid segments needed when analysing a Route-to-Market redesigning case. To effectively reach the top of the pyramid with valid arguments and analysis, the attention paid to each segment (i.e: time, effort and resources) should be weighted according to steps distribution.

Once the top is reached and the value is conceptually set, it is time to take decisions regarding the case under analysis’ Route-to-Market redesign. Empirical evidence from cases analysis indicates that, in general, reaching an agreement is a preferable situation.

Some relevant drivers to the way the decision is accomplished are the company main objectives. In Company S, it includes assuring the control and market penetration increase. These are goals linked with how a product can be delivered to the end customer, inducing its satisfaction as suggests Kotler (1977)\(^{20}\). As a consequence, after the case analysis under the pyramid methodology, inspired in Wooden and Carty (2005) and Navarro et al. (2010)\(^{34}\), it is relevant an integrated view of the chain focused on the customer. This integrated approach, encouraged by Raulerson and Leboyer (2009)\(^{39}\), if applied to Company S, weights the trade-off among direct and indirect channels to the market aligned with each GA features and needs, as proposed in the next diagram:

![Diagram](image.png)

**Fig. 14**: Integrated approach through the chain: customer focused view from product supply until customer satisfaction.

Route-to-Market redesigning challenge the way the same product could be delivered to the same customer through distinct chain approaches. Focus on a customer oriented perspective can provide a jointly broad and detailed chain overview. Moreover, product
and customer solutions should be the fundamentals to approach the market. As reported by Foote et al (2001): “Companies that adopt this solution oriented strategy may have strong leadership aiming to integrate and centralize those two types of solutions”.

Even with no best approach proved for a certain sector or company (Sanders, 2011), the conclusions are in tune with Kumar’s perspective (2004), in which the changes degree in distribution strategy should be aligned with the changes degree in the customers’ preferences. In this sense, following Sanders’ arguments (2011), the approaches and members choices should rely on the value they add to the overall chain and company. Thus, Company S should evaluate which of the approaches (direct or indirect) is able to better perform the stages from logistics until pre and post sales service, in a certain moment, for a certain aspect in analysis such as GA or customers’ typology. Hence, Raulerson and Leboyer’ (2009, p.2) words are embraced: “Route-to-Market can be spread in a progressive or incremental way throughout the company”.

In this way, decisions implementation benefits from arguments and structure improvements, increasing the likelihood of being an effective and efficient decision. Of course, the decisions’ quality is affected by the available information and its time lags, which are constrains in this optimization problem (further constrains are listed in appendix XVII – “Main project limitations and difficulties found”). However, restraints will always occur and that is why management is commonly described as “taking decisions based on the available information and on the expectations it generates”.
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